Cuckoo search algorithm is a novel nature-inspired optimization technique based on the obligate brood parasitic behavior of some cuckoo species. It iteratively employs Lévy flights random walk with a scaling factor and biased/selective random walk with a fraction probability. Unfortunately, these two parameters are used in constant value schema, resulting in a problem sensitive to solution quality and convergence speed. In this paper, we proposed a variable value schema cuckoo search algorithm with chaotic maps, called CCS. In CCS, chaotic maps are utilized to, respectively, define the scaling factor and the fraction probability to enhance the solution quality and convergence speed. Extensive experiments with different chaotic maps demonstrate the improvement in efficiency and effectiveness.
Introduction
Cuckoo search algorithm (CS) is a novel nature-inspired approach based on the obligate brood parasitic behavior of some cuckoo species in combination with the Lévy flights behavior of some birds and fruit flies [1, 2] . Subsequent investigations [2, 3] have demonstrated that CS is a simple yet very promising population-based stochastic search technique by using Lévy flights random walk (LFRW) and biased/selective random walk (BSRW). LFRW with a scaling factor parameter uses a mutation operator to generate new solutions based on a best solution obtained so far, while BSRW with a fraction probability parameter employs a complex crossover operator to search new solutions. After each random walk, a greedy strategy is utilized to select a better solution from the current and new generated solutions according to their fitness.
Due to its promising performance, CS has received much attention. Some studies have focused on improving LFRW [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and BSRW [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Some attempts have been made to combine CS with other optimization techniques like particle swarm optimization [16, 17] , Tabu search [18] , differential evolution [19] , ant colony optimization [20] , and cooperative coevolutionary framework [21, 22] . The above studies have shown their contribution to the research on CS. Except for the literatures [9, 10] , however, these studies used the definition of the scaling factor and the fraction probability in the constant value way, resulting in making CS sensitive to the optimization problems. This motivates us to study the scaling factor and the fraction probability using the variable value schema.
One of the mathematical approaches for the variable value schema is chaos. Chaos theory is related to the study of chaotic dynamical systems that are highly sensitive to the initial conditions [23] . Recently, chaos theory has been integrated into genetic algorithm [24] , differential evolution [25] , firefly algorithm [26] , krill herd [27, 28] , and biogeography-based optimization [23, 29] , and these have shown the effectiveness and efficiency of chaos theory. In light of the above investigations, we propose chaotic cuckoo search algorithm, called CCS, which utilizes chaotic maps to define the scaling factor and the fraction probability. The comprehensive experiments are carried out on 20 benchmark functions, and the results show that chaotic maps can improve the solution quality and convergence speed of CS effectively and efficiently.
The main contribution of this paper is to define the variable value for the scaling factor and the fraction probability using chaotic maps. This leads to the major advantages of our approach as follows: (i) since the scaling factor and the fraction probability are used in constant value way, the 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering variable value schema of two parameters is generally more suitable for the optimization problems, resulting in better performance; (ii) due to the simpleness of chaotic maps, our approach does not increase the overall complexity of CS; (iii) our approach does not destroy the structure of CS; thus, it is still very simple.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the standard cuckoo search algorithm. Section 3 presents the cuckoo search algorithm with chaos. Section 4 reports the experimental results. Section 5 draws conclusion on this paper.
Cuckoo Search Algorithm
CS, developed recently by Yang and Deb [1, 2] , is a simple yet very promising population-based stochastic search technique. In general, when CS is used to solve an objective function ( ) with the solution space [ ,min , ,max ], = 1, 2, . . . , , a nest represents a candidate solution = ( 1 , . . . , ).
In the initialization phase, CS initializes solutions that are randomly sampled from solution space by
where represents a uniformly distributed random variable on the range [0, 1] and is the population size. After initialization, CS goes into an iterative phase where two random walks: Lévy flights random walk and biased/selective random walk, are employed to search for new solutions. After each random walk, CS selects a better solution according to the new generated and current solutions fitness using the greedy strategy. At the end of each iteration process, the best solution is updated.
Lévy Flights Random Walk.
Broadly speaking, LFRW is a random walk whose step-size is drawn from Lévy distribution. At generation ( > 0), LFRW can be formulated as follows:
where is a step-size which is related to the scales of the problem. In CS, LFRW is employed to search for new solutions around the best solution obtained so far. Therefore, the step-size can be obtained by the following equation [2] :
where 0 is a scaling factor (generally, 0 = 0.01) and best represents the best solution obtained so far.
The product ⊕ means entry-wise multiplications. Lévy( ) is a random number, which is drawn from a Lévy distribution for large steps:
In implementation, Lévy( ) can be calculated as follows [2] :
where is a constant and set to 1.5 in the standard software implementation of CS [2] , and V are random numbers drawn from a normal distribution with mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1, and Γ is a gamma function. Obviously, (2) can be reformulated as
2.2. Biased/Selective Random Walk. BSRW is used to discover new solutions far enough away from the current best solution by far field randomization [1] . First, a trial solution is built with a mutation of the current solution as base vector and two randomly selected solutions as perturbed vectors. Second, a new solution is generated by a crossover operator from the current and the trial solutions. BSRW can be formulated as follows:
where the random indexes and are the th and th solutions in the population, respectively, is the th dimension of the solution, and are random numbers on the range [0, 1], and is a fraction probability.
Chaotic Cuckoo Search Algorithm
In this section, we first present different chaotic maps. Then, we apply them to define the scaling factor and the fraction probability. We last propose the framework of cuckoo search algorithm with chaotic maps, called CCS.
Chaotic Maps.
Chaos theory is a field of study in mathematics, with applications in several disciplines including physics, engineering, economics, biology, and philosophy. Chaos theory studies the behavior of dynamical systems that are highly sensitive to initial conditions, an effect which is popularly referred to as the butterfly effect. One of ways to make quantitative statements about the behavior of chaotic systems is chaotic map like Circle map [30] , Gauss map [30] , Logistic map [31] , Piecewise map [32] , Sine map [33] , Singer map [34] , Sinusoidal map [31] , and Tent map [35] , shown in Table 1 . Additionally, the visualization of these chaotic maps with the initial point at 0.7 is plotted in Figure 1 . The other chaotic maps can be found in [26, 28] .
Chaotic Maps for the Scaling Factor.
As seen from (6) , the large scaling factor does not fit the problems with the narrow 
search space because it may make Lévy flights random walk become too aggressive and then jump outside of the search domain, resulting in wasting of function evaluations. In addition, for the wide search space, the small scaling factor cannot make contribution to the efficiency of search. Obviously, utilizing the constant value scaling factor is not more optimum for the problems. Therefore, we employ the chaotic maps to provide the chaotic behaviors for cuckoo search to define the scaling factor and rewrite (6) as follows:
where 1 is a chaotic sequence.
Chaotic Maps for the Fraction Probability.
In (7), the fraction probability is used to control how many dimensions in expectation are changed in a solution. For low values of , a large number of dimensions of a solution are changed in each generation. In this case, it is in favor of the exploration of CS. On the other hand, high values of cause most of the directions of the new solution to be inherited from itself. This is beneficial to the exploitation of CS. Apparently, a variable value can dynamically balance the exploration and exploitation. Thus, we utilize chaotic maps to define the fraction probability to balance the exploration and exploitation and rewrite (7) as follows:
where 2 is a chaotic sequence. 
Simulation and Results
In this section, a suit of 20 benchmark functions used in [36] is utilized to verify the performance of the proposed approach. These 20 benchmark functions can be divided into three groups: (i) unimodal functions including sph and ros ; (ii) multimodal functions containing ack , grw , ras , sch , sal , wht , pn1 , and pn2 ; and (iii) rotated and/or shifted functions 1 -10 . A more detailed description of them can be found in [36, 37] . Additionally, we use Error, Evaluation, and Convergence graphs as performance evaluation criteria.
Error is the function error which is defined as ( ( ) − ( * )), where * is the global optimum of the function and is the best solution obtained by the algorithm in a given run. In addition, Error is also recorded in different runs, and the average and the standard deviation of Error are calculated and noted as "AVG Er ± STD Er " used in different tables. Moreover, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test at the 0.05 significance level is used to show significance between two algorithms. The "−" symbol shows that the null hypothesis is rejected, and the first algorithm outperforms the second one. The "+" symbol means the null hypothesis is rejected and the first algorithm is inferior to the second one. The "=" symbol reveals that the null hypothesis is accepted and the first algorithm ties the second one. Additionally, the total number of each symbol "−/ = /+" is summarized at the bottom of different tables.
Evaluation is the number of function evaluations needed for reaching the accuracy level = 10 −6 or 10 −2 suggested in [36] within the maximum number of fitness evaluations set to 10000 × , where is the dimension of function. Furthermore, we also recorded Evaluation in different runs and calculate the average and standard deviation of it which are signed as "AVG Ev ± STD Ev (CNT)," where CNT denotes the number of successful runs in which an algorithm within the maximum number of fitness evaluations could reach the accuracy level .
Convergence graphs are the convergence curve graphs of each algorithm for the problems within the maximum number of fitness evaluations. These graphs show the average Error performance of the total runs, in respective experiments. Figure 1 that different chaotic maps show different chaotic behaviors. In this section, therefore, we analyze the performance of CCS affected by different chaotic maps. To verify the sensitivity of different chaotic maps to the performance, we utilize a simple combination where different chaotic maps are employed to define the scaling factor, and the fraction probability is defined by using Gauss map according to low constant value which is used in CS. In this case, we have cCCS with Circle map, gCCS with Gauss map, lgCCS with Logistic map, pCCS with Piecewise map, seCCS with Sine map, srCCS with Singer map, slCCS with Sinusoidal map, and tCCS with Tent map. Table 2 lists the average Error of CCS with different chaotic maps, and Table 3 gives the results of the Friedman test similarly done in [38] .
Sensitivities to Chaotic Maps. It can observed from
As observed from Table 2 , for most functions, CCS with different chaotic maps shows similar average Error. However, Table 3 shows that cCCS is best, followed by srCCS, pCCS, tCCS, seCCS, slCCS, lgCCS, and gCCS. This suggests that the performance of CCS for part of functions is slightly sensitive to chaotic maps, and the combination of Cycle map and Gauss map is the better selection for cuckoo search algorithm. It is worthy saying that there are many combinations of chaotic maps to be used. Thus, in the future work, we will comprehensively test different combinations in CCS. In rCS, the random strategy is used to define the scaling factor and the fraction probability whose values are sampled from a uniform distribution on range between 0 and 1. Table 4 lists the statistical Error, and Table 5 reports the multiple problems statistical analysis between CCS and rCS for all functions based on the Wilcoxon test similarly done in [38, 39] . We can find from Table 4 that rCS and CCS, respectively, show their advantage on different functions. These two algorithms have the same performance on a handful of functions like grw , ras , pn1 , pn2 , 1 , and 8 . Moreover, rCS performs better on ack , sch , sal , 7 , and 9 , while CCS gains better performance on sph , ros , and wht , especially on rotated and/or shifted functions like 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , and 10 . According to the results of "−/ = /+," CCS is superior to rCS on 8 out of 20 functions, is equal to rCS on 10 out of 20 ones, and is inferior to rCS on 2 out of 2 ones.
Additionally, it can be seen from Table 5 that CCS gets higher + value than − value. The above suggests that chaotic sequences make greater and more stable contribution to the performance of CS than random sampling sequences. This is because chaotic sequences are in fact generated deterministically from the dynamical system, while random sampling sequences are nondeterministic and different, even if the initial state is the same.
Effect of Chaotic Maps on CS.
To show how chaotic maps can improve the performance of CS, we carry out experiments on the 20 benchmark functions at = 10 with population size = 30, at = 30 with population size = 30, and at = 50 with population size = 50, respectively, since a part of benchmark functions are defined for up to = 50 [37] . CS and CCS are tested 25 times for each function, respectively. The fraction probability of CS is 0.25, while the Cycle map and the Gauss map, whose initial values are 0.7 similarly done in [23, 26] , are used to define the scaling factor and the fraction probability , respectively. Table 6 shows Error of two algorithms at different dimensions. Table 6 clearly shows that chaotic maps can overall significantly improve the performance of CS according to the average Error at = 10, = 30, and = 50.
In the case of = 10, observed from Table 6 , CCS can gain solutions with higher accuracy for all functions except for 8 . In terms of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, CCS performs better on 19 out of 20 functions and shows equivalent performance to CS on 1 out of 20 ones.
In the case of = 30, for unimodal functions, CCS outperforms CS significantly. For multimodal functions, CCS apparently achieves higher accurate solutions than CS does. In addition, CCS obtains the global optimal solution to grw . For rotated and/or shifted functions, CCS is not significantly inferior to CS on 7 and equivalent to CS on 8 . However, CCS performs better than CS for the other 8 out of 10 functions. Especially on 1 , CCS achieves the global optima. In all, in terms of "−/ = /+," compared with CS, CCS, respectively, shows better and equivalent performance on 17 and 3 out of 20 benchmark functions. When = 50, the accuracy of both solutions of two algorithms is reduced on most functions. However, compared with CS, CCS still achieves higher accurate solutions to all functions except for 8 . In addition, CCS reaches the global optimal solution to grw . According to the statistical results, CCS outperforms CS on 18 out of 20 benchmark functions.
Furthermore, to show the convergence speed of CCS reaching the accuracy level , Table 7 lists the Evaluation performance of two algorithms at = 30. Table 7 clearly shows that CCS performs the overall more stable convergence to the accuracy level . For example, CS and CCS both reach the accuracy level steadily on sph , grw , pn1 , pn2 , and 1 , but CCS converges faster than CS does. Moreover, CCS has more stable convergence on ros , 2 , and 6 . In addition, for Additionally, convergence graphs of CS and CCS for some functions at = 30 are plotted in Figure 2 . It can be observed that CCS apparently converges faster than CS in terms of convergence curves. According to Error, Evaluation, and Convergence graphs, CCS overall significantly improves the solution quality and convergence speed of CS. This is because chaotic maps can provide various search step information, and more probabilistic learning from others, which are beneficial to improve the search ability of CS. Additionally, the analysis of scalability suggests that the advantage of CCS over CS is overall stable when the dimensionality of the problems increases.
Sensitivities to Initial Value of Chaotic Maps.
It is worthy pointing out that the chaotic sequences are highly sensitive to initial condition. To show the performance of CCS affected by the initial value, we perform the experiments on chaotic maps with different initial values. The results are listed in Table 8 , where the initial values are 0.25 and 0.5, resulting in CCS 25 and CCS 5 , respectively. The other parameters are kept unchanged.
Seen from Table 8 , we can find that the performance of CCS will be influenced weakly by the initial value of chaotic maps in terms of Error. CCS 25 obtains the highest accuracy on grw , 2 , and 5 , while CCS 5 brings the highest accurate solutions to sph , pn1 , pn2 , 1 , and 6 . However, CCS achieves the solutions with highest accuracy for most functions. Nevertheless, according to their statistical results "−/ = /+," CCS shows better performance than CCS 25 and CCS 5 on 6 out of 20 functions and draws a tie of CCS 25 and CCS 5 on 11 and 12 out of 20 functions, respectively. This suggests that the initial value 0.7 in default is the better selection.
Comparison with Other Improved CS Algorithms.
To show the competitiveness of CCS with the other improved CS algorithms, we compare it at = 30 with three improved versions, called ICS [9] , CSPSO [16] , and OLCS [40] . Note that ICS defines the scaling factor and the fraction probability in variable value schema based on two maximum and minimum parameters. The results are reported in Tables  9, 10 , and 11, respectively.
As observed from Table 9 , each algorithm shows its advantage on parts of functions. For example, ICS performs better on grw , pn1 , pn2 , 1 , and 9 . CSPSO gains the highest accurate solution to 2 . OLCS obtains the solutions with higher accuracy on sph , ack , sal , and 7 and reaches the global optima on grw and ras . CCS achieves the global solutions to grw and 1 and presents its advantage on rotated or shifted functions like 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , and 10 . Nevertheless, with the help of "−/ = /+," CCS outperforms ICS, CSPSO, and OLCS on 9, 16, and 13 out of 20 functions. Moreover, Table 10 shows that CCS yields the higher + values than − values in all cases. In addition, it can be seen from Table 11 clearly that CCS gains the first average ranking, followed by ICS, OLCS, and CSPSO.
4.
6. Discussion. CCS shows its promising performance by using two chaotic maps simultaneously to define the scaling factor and the fraction probability. In this case, two chaotic maps make cooperative contribution to the performance of CCS. In this section, therefore, we discuss the contribution of each chaotic map to the performance of CCS. To analyze the contribution of each chaotic map, we consider two derived algorithms: CCS1 and CCS2. The former uses chaotic map to define the scaling factor and keeps the original BSRW, while the later utilizes chaotic map to define the fraction probability and keeps the original LFRW. CCS1 and CCS2 are performed on 20 benchmark functions at = 30, and the results are listed in Table 12 .
It can be observed from Table 12 that the single chaotic map makes different contribution to the performance of CCS for different functions. Compared with CS, CCS1 singly brings solutions with higher accuracy to sph , ack , grw , sch , sal , pn1 , pn2 , and 1 , while CCS2 alone achieves higher accurate solutions to 3 . Due to the contribution of these higher accurate solutions, CCS yields better performance. Moreover, it can be suggested from Table 12 that CCS1 and CCS2 both achieve better performance and cooperatively make contribution to the performance of CCS. For example, for most of rotated and/or shifted functions, for example, 4 ,
Conclusion and Future Work
In CS, the scaling factor and the fraction probability parameters are used in constant value way, resulting in a problem sensitive to solution quality and convergence speed. In this paper, we employed chaotic maps to define the scaling factor and the fraction probability in variable value schema and proposed chaotic cuckoo search algorithm, called CCS. Comprehensive experiments were carried out on 20 benchmark functions to test the performances of CCS. The results show that chaotic maps can improve the performance of CS effectively and efficiently. The scalability study reveals that the advantage of CCS over CS is overall stable when increasing the dimensionality of problems. The results in comparison with another study on the scaling factor and the fraction probability verify that chaotic maps are a better selection to define the variable value schema.
There are several interesting directions for future work. First, it is interesting to test the different combinations of chaotic maps to find the optimal one. Second, we plan to integrate chaotic maps into improved CS algorithms to 
